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A comprehensive menu of Bento Factory from Everett covering all 17 dishes and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What sergio molina likes about Bento Factory:
Sushi and miso is my favorite lunch I mix it up on the roll. They are all good always ready in ten minutes. I live

five minutes away the only time I wait is when there is a line. It's my locals only hot spot for value great stuff! read
more. What Camden Runolfsdottir doesn't like about Bento Factory:

This place used to be great, now they don't have e shrimp sushi, you cannot substitute different sushi rolls on
bento boxes and our teriyaki was COLD. I WILL NOT BE BACK read more. At Bento Factory from Everett you
can taste delicious vegetarian meals, in which no animal meat or fish was processed, and easily digestible

Japanese dishes are being made with lots of fresh vegetables, fish and meat. Dishes are prepared authentically
in the Asian style, Besides, the inventive blend of different dishes with new and sometimes adventurous

ingredients is appreciated by the visitors - a beautiful case of Asian Fusion.
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Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Chicke�
SWEET SOUR CHICKEN

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Beef dishe�
BULGOGI

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

Sichua� dishe�
ORANGE CHICKEN

Frie� Ric�
FRIED RICE

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

CHICKEN BREAST

SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
MISO

SHRIMPS

TERIYAKI

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:00-21:00
Tuesday 10:00-21:00
Wednesday 10:00-21:00
Thursday 10:00-21:00
Friday 10:00-21:00
Saturday 11:00-21:00
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